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US workers fear steel tariffs 
could be nail in the coffin

flydubai set to mark first direct 
flight between Dubai and Sicily

This photo shows employees of the Ryo Won Footwear Factory working on a production line making shoes in Pyongyang. US President Donald Trump dangled the carrot of foreign investment in front of North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un at their nuclear summit, but analysts say few will want to put money into one of the highest-risk business environments in the world. —AFP

Russians protest 
pension age hike 
MOSCOW: Several thousand people took to the streets across
Russia yesterday to protest a hugely unpopular government
decision to hike the pension age that has led to a record slump
in Vladimir Putin’s approval ratings. In a rare show of wide-
spread public opposition to a government proposal, both
Kremlin-friendly trade unions and political parties and Putin’s
top critic Alexei Navalny organized protest rallies in dozens of
cities.  Analysts say that growing popular discontent over the
reform amid plunging living standards may present the most
serious challenge to Putin during his nearly 20 years in power.

“Let’s be honest: the state pension hike masterminded by
Putin and (Prime Minister Dmitry) Medvedev is a true crime,”
Navalny said on Instagram ahead of the rallies. “It is common
robbery of tens of millions of people under the guise of ‘much-
needed reform.’” Earlier yesterday, protesters rallied in the far-
eastern cities of Vladivostok, Khabarovsk and Komsomolsk-on-
Amur and the Siberian city of Omsk. More protests were expect-

ed later in the day. Navalny said more than 3,000 people protest-
ed in Omsk, tweeting a picture of a city square flooded with peo-
ple. The demonstrations drew people from all sides of the political
spectrum including Navalny’s supporters, Communists and radi-
cal nationalists.  Rallies will not take place in Moscow and other
cities hosting the World Cup where protests are banned. The
authorities have proposed raising the pension age to 65 for men
and 63 for women, which would be the first such increase in near-
ly 90 years.  Given Russians’ low life expectancy many will not
live long enough to receive a state pension.

More than 2.5 million people have signed a petition against
the hike.  To sweeten the pill, the government announced the
proposed reform the day the World Cup kicked off in Russia.
But more than 80 percent of Russians say they are against the
state pension hike and even state-controlled pollsters regis-
tered a rare decline in Putin’s stellar approval numbers.

According to the VTsIOM state pollster, the Kremlin
leader’s approval ratings slumped by a record 14 percentage
points in the space of nearly two weeks-to 64 percent on June
24 from 78 percent on June 14 when the measure was unveiled.
The last time Putin’s approval ratings were so low was in
January 2014, just months before his popularity skyrocketed
following the annexation of Crimea from Ukraine. —AFP

PARIS: For decades, plastic straws have been essential
props for cocktail makers, smoothie lovers and fast food
addicts. But that may be starting to change, thanks largely
to vigorous environmental campaigning. Under pressure
from activists, the European Union, Britain, India and even
fast food giants like McDonald’s have all made some head-
way towards bringing the use of plastic straws to an end.

And with public pressure growing on governments,
particularly in Europe, to ban single use plastics, manu-
facturers are feeling the heat. According to peer-reviewed
US journal Science magazine, eight million tons of plastic
are dumped into the Earth’s oceans and seas each year —
250 kilograms every second. For years, the focus of envi-
ronmentalists has been on plastic bags. But plastic straws
have now come into the spotlight, thanks in part to images
that have gone viral on the internet. One online video
about the danger posed by seemingly innocuous straws
shows a sea turtle rescued off Costa Rica getting one
removed from its nostril.

Baby steps 
The British government in April said it planned to ban

the sale of single-use plastics including straws. The
European Union followed suit in late May. In India’s com-
mercial capital Mumbai, Burger King, McDonald’s and
Starbucks were fined for violating a ban on single use

plastics, an official said earlier in June.
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi has pledged to

make his country free of single use plastic by 2022. Some
corporations are also taking steps. In the UK and Ireland,
McDonald’s has pledged to complete a transition to paper
straws by 2019. In France, the burger giant is testing alter-
natives. The Hilton hotel giant in May vowed to remove the
offenders from its 650 properties by the end of 2018. “Laid
end to end, the straws saved each year in (Europe, the
Middle East and Africa) would exceed the length of the
River Seine,” the hotel chain said in a statement.

Pasta and bamboo sticks 
There are alternatives to plastic straws, but they are

much pricier. The five-star Monte Carlo Palace hotel in
Monaco has introduced biodegradable straws. Others are
using raw pasta and bamboo sticks. The United States is
resisting change while Europe takes the lead with
biodegradable plastics made either from fossil fuels or
crops such as potatoes and corn.

Some 100,000 tons of bioplastics were produced in
2016 in the world, according to Germany’s specialist Nova-
Institute. In 2017, biodegradable plastic production capaci-
ty rose to 800,000 tons globally, the European Bioplastics
industrial group said. And while this may appear to be a
step in the right direction, manufacturers are concerned

about the impact outright bans would have on their sales.
“It’s not a very good sign,” said Herve Millet, technical

and regulatory affairs manager at PlasticsEurope, the
region’s leading plastics manufacturers’ association. “But ...
big corporations also have concerns over their image and
they must at least try to find a way to respond to society’s
expectations.”

No miracle cure 
Europe’s top plastic straws manufacturer Soyez, which is

based in France, is also uncertain about how to make the
transition. “The problem isn’t new and it’s serious, so we
obviously need to find alternatives,” the company’s director
Pierre Soyez said. “We’ve been working on this for several
months,” he said, adding that it was “really complicated” to
try to make the shift overnight.

Experts, meanwhile, warn that biodegradable plastics
may not be a miracle solution anyway. “People think that
biodegradable means nothing is dumped in nature. But
that’s not the case at all,” engineer Virginie Le Ravalec of
the French Environment and Energy Management Agency.
A separate collection system for bioplastic waste would
need to be set up in order for the shift to really work, and
that would involve millions in investment from states.

Activists fear, however, that biowaste may end up in the
oceans-much like plastic has for decades. “Over periods of

days, weeks or even months, a bioplastic item could pres-
ent just as much threat to marine life as a conventional
plastic item,” Fiona Nicholls of Greenpeace warned. As
such, Nicholls says humanity’s only hope is to reduce our
use of plastics. “Swapping one plastic for another ... is not a
fix to the plastic pollution problem that our oceans and
waterways face.” —AFP

Plastic bans leave manufacturers clutching at straws
Europe takes the lead with biodegradable plastics

Australian 
supermarkets work
to prevent ‘bag rage’
SYDNEY: Australia’s biggest supermarket chains are
scrambling to combat “bag rage” as frustrated shop-
pers vent their anger over the removal of single-use
plastic bags. One man put his hands around a super-
market worker’s throat, the West Australian newspaper
reported, while grocery stores are putting on more staff
to help customers get used to the change.

The removal of single-use plastics is part of a
national push to reduce waste. As of July 1, major retail-
ers in all but two Australian states will be fined if they
supply single-use plastic bags. National supermarket
chain Coles, owned by Wesfarmers , yesterday removed
single-use plastic bags from its stores, shortly after
rival Woolworths banned the bags on June 20.

Consumer complaints forced Woolworths to backflip
on charging customers 15 Australian cents (11 US cents)
for a reusable plastic bag, with the retailer now offering

them free until July 8. “They just want a little extra help
from us to get through the transition,” said Claire
Peters, Woolworths managing director, in an emailed
statement.

After seeing the backlash at its rival, Coles said it
would open every checkout lane yesterday to reduce
queue lengths as staff explain the changes to cus-
tomers. “We are taking a proactive step,” a Coles
spokesperson said in an emailed statement. The union
that represents Australian shop assistants has launched
a public awareness campaign on the issue. “While we
understand that some customers may be frustrated by
this change, there is absolutely no excuse for abusive or
violent behavior towards retail staff,” said Gerard
Dwyer, national secretary of the Shop, Distributive and
Allied Employees’ Association, in a statement on the
union website.

The union conducted a survey earlier this week and
of 132 members who responded, 57 said they suffered
abuse due to the plastic bag ban.  More than 8 million
tons of plastic ends up in the world’s oceans each year,
according to United Nations Environment Program fig-
ures. The UN wants to eliminate single-use plastic by
2022 and says more than 60 countries have so far taken
steps to ban or reduce plastic consumption. —Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: Paper straws sit on the bar at Fog Harbor Fish
House. —AFP


